POLEKAM
QUICKSTART
Thank you for purchasing the PoleKam inspection camera system. The
PoleKam is effectively a 2 piece kit consisting of the transmitting
camera and the receiving monitor.
If you have your own pole (have not purchased one with the PoleKam
system) then camera supplied is on a clamp bracket. This can be
mounted towards the end of your pole and be tightened up accordingly.
If you have purchased a lightweight PoleKam telescopic pole then
simply remove the push in plug from the end of the pole itself and pull
out the innermost section. The camera is supplied mounted on a pushfit cap which will fit snuggly over the end of the innermost section of
the pole. To then extend the pole pull this section upwards. It will then
begin to pull out the next section of the pole. As it does this pull down
on the second section of pole and twist. Ensure this is tight as that will
ensure these 2 pole sections are secure. Continue to do this with the
following sections of pole until you reach the height required. To bring
down & dismantle the pole simply follow the same sequence in reverse.
LIVE VIEW and RECORD
Turn on the DVR Monitor by pressing on power button on its left hand side.
When the 'Wireless DVR' icon appears on screen press the OK button to enter
'Live View'. Now turn on the camera using the slide button on its rear. Assuming
both devices are charged up adequately the view from the camera should now
by visible on the screen.
By default both the camera and DVR Monitor are set on channel 1. Both need to
be set on the same channel to ensure the live video is received correctly on
screen. To change the channel use the slide switch on top of the camera or the
"Channel' button on the front left of the monitor. If the image is not quite in
focus try adjusting the lens by screwing it in or out as required on the camera.
With the picture from the camera being displayed on screen you can press the
'REC' button to record a live video to the memory of the DVR, to stop recording
simply press the 'ESC' button. You can also take a still photograph of the image
on screen and save that to memory too, do this by pressing the right toggle
button'>'.
To record a multimedia memory card should be used,this can be inserted in the
base of the monitor and all photos and videos recorded will be saved on the
card.
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PLAY BACK
Press the 'ESC' button to reach the main menu and use the left '<' and right '>'toggle buttons to navigate.
From this menu you can navigate 'Playback' and 'Multimedia' sections to watch back videos you have recorded
or review photographs. For more details on these and other useful features and setup information please refer
to the website.
CHARGING
Both the camera and the DVR can be charged using the supplied mains plug adapter. The camera is fully
charged when the red charging light goes out. The monitor is fully charged when the red charging light turns
to green.
A range of compatible PK accessories including in-car charger, screen holder mount, wearable lanyard,
memory cards, and spares such as extra batteries & additional wall chargers are all available via the website.

